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1 Summary

Astro 2020 recently descoped next-generation UVOIR space telescope concepts to ∼ 6m diameter, providing
Keck Observatory a long-term opportunity to lead high-angular resolution, ultimate-sensitivity science as a
successor to Hubble Space Telescope (HST). A visible-light multi-conjugate adaptive optics (MCAO) system
is key to realizing this science potential, exploiting Keck’s size and location on Maunakea to provide ∼ 10
mas resolution over a ∼ 1-arcminute diameter field of view, down to the 300 nm wavelength ultraviolet
atmospheric cutoff. Coupled with optimally designed integral field spectrographs and imagers, Keck MCAO
would provide a significant, sustainable competitive advantage over all apertures at visible wavelengths and
complementary resolution to NIR AO on ELTs and that synthesized by ALMA.

Achieving high sky-coverage, near-diffraction-limited correction at λ = 500 nm and below is, however, a
major technical challenge, requiring innovations in LGS return, tomographic wavefront sensing (exceeding
the performance of KAPA), multiple deformable mirrors, and advanced control laws and computing archi-
tectures. Over the last decade, all of these challenges have been overcome individually in other AO systems.
Given the aging of both Keck AO systems (now eligible to order alcoholic beverages in all 50 states), the
compelling science drivers highlighted in the FSG white papers, and the lead time necessary to address
technical challenges and raise funds, now is the time for our community to develop detailed plans for visible
MCAO.

2 Science Motivation

All-sky, high-spatial resolution optical imaging and spectroscopy would have a significant and lasting impact
on all three of the key science themes identified in Astro2020. Specific to the Keck community, broad
compelling science cases for 10 mas imaging include:

• resolved studies of nearby galaxies, including substructure, kinematics, and mapping of dark matter
subhalos,

• testing models of dark matter, dark energy and cosmology with strong gravitational lenses,

• dynamic geological processing of other worlds in the Solar System,

• understanding the environments of explosive transients in the Universe,

• building a complete picture of the Universe’s black hole population, including in the intermediate-mass
range which has previously been unexplored,

• finding supermassive black hole binaries and understanding how they, and their host galaxies, merge,

• directly imaging the inner regions of exo-planetary systems with young, luminous planets and dust.

These science cases require fine spatial resolution, visible wavelength, high sky-coverage AO correction
over a moderate field of view (5” - 30” radius), and are just the tip of the iceberg. Several complimentary
strategic white papers and Keck AO Future Studies Group (FSG) workshops go into significantly more scien-
tific detail. In addition to matching the resolutions of ELT AO, ALMA, and ngVLA, visible MCAO provides
mission critical follow-up capability for both Roman and Rubin Observatories, including understanding of
the earliest time spectroscopic follow-up of kilonovae associated with LIGO/VIRGO/KAGRA events.
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3 Recommendations

We recommend that the Keck AO community immediately starts a conceptual design phase for a visible light
MCAO system. Information should be aggregated from the recent science community surveys, MAVIS science
cases, and HST/UVOIR science cases to build a compelling science case and define science requirements.
Early trade studies should be performed to assess basic questions such as whether we need an ASM.

4 Capabilities for Keck Optical High-resolution LGS AO

Based on the results of the Keck AO FSG strategic planning workshops, the visible light AO survey, and
informal discussions with the Keck FSG and Keck AO community, we envision a Keck visible MCAO system
to have the following capabilities:

• FOV = 1’ diameter

• Guide Star Region = ≥ 2’

• Sky Coverage > 50% (up to 100% with less-than-DL resolution)

• Science Wavelength Range: U-K bands (blue to at least 365 nm)

• Spatial resolution: ∼12 mas at λ < 550 nm. Diffraction limited at λ > 550 nm. Nearly uniform
correction over specified field.

This AO system would feed multiple science instruments at both optical and infrared wavelengths.
To achieve such a facility will likely require at least 6-8 laser guide stars, multiple optical or infrared

tip-tilt stars, 2-3 deformable mirrors, a new and larger AO bench, optics to pass a >2’ field of view, multiple
new wavefront sensor cameras, and a real-time control computer that can operate the whole system at 2
kHz update rate. These are all technically achievable; but significant work must occur to develop a true
conceptual design and cost estimate.

Implementation of a reliable, high-order adaptive secondary mirror (ASM) may provide near- ground-
layer-conjugation as one of multiple deformable mirrors, while simultaneously sharpening field stars for NIR
NGS wavefront sensing over a wide technical FoV. This is critical to achieving high sky coverage for tip-tilt
wavefront correction in certain multi-WFS fusion architectures.

4.1 The Competitive and Complimentary Landscape

Technology advances are moving the feasibility of visible light AO from mid-scale to the largest extant tele-
scopes. ESO, in particular, has begun development of MAVIS, a visible MCAO capability for the 8.2-meter
diameter UT4 telescope at Cerro Paranal. Though beginning technical consideration later, Keck possesses
the sustainable advantages of larger aperture and better site properties than the VLT. For background-limited
point source science, including Rubin transient characterization, the 10m Keck enjoys a 2x sensitivity ad-
vantage over both VLT, as well as all other 8-meter class observatories. Maunakea and Keck’s telescope
performance provide consistent competitive advantage over HET and the proposed LOT.

4.2 Corresponding Instrument Capabilities

4.2.1 Fiber-Fed High-Resolution Spectroscopy (HISPEC and KPF)

Extreme precision radial velocity (EPRV) spectroscopy can be enabled by coupling diffraction-limited visible
or near-infrared light to a single mode fiber or photonic lantern that then feeds a high-spectral-resolution,
ultra-stable spectrograph. AO is the enabling technology for fiber-fed ground-based EPRV, with both NGS
and LGS target applications. HISPEC is a near-infrared spectrograph that might benefit from such a feed.
KPF or a future upgraded KPF could also benefit.
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4.2.2 Red/Infrared Imaging Spectroscopy (Liger)

Liger, the next-generation NIR integral field spectrograph, is explicitly designed to take advantage of high-
performance AO at Keck and would be would be a major beneficiary of visible red MCAO, currently envi-
sioned for operation as short as 800nm over 20.5 x 20.5 arcsec FoV. With spatial sampling as fine as 14 mas
and spectral resolution as high as 10,000, Liger will be particularly well suited for crowded-field spectroscopy,
astrometry,

4.2.3 Dedicated Visible-light Imaging and IFS

The results of the visible-AO instrument community survey, summarized in the complementary white paper
“AO-fed visible light science with Keck: A community survey”, indicated significant interest in a dedicated,
diffraction-limited imager and integral field spectrograph (IFS) for use with visible MCAO. Such a capability
would be a workhorse for dozens of science programs spanning a broad range of astrophysical inquiries,
including studies of AGN, bulges and pseudo-bulges, the evolution of gas accretion, and mass accretion in
low-metalicity environments in the outer Galaxy.

4.2.4 Max-sensivity TDA Spectroscopy

Adaptive optics image sharpening may significantly improve the sensitivity of Keck to transient events,
allowing for earlier time and higher SNR spectroscopy for faint Rubin sources un-observable with any other
facility. An comparative analysis of the appropriate AO system to maximize point source sensitivity for
TDA characterizations should be made as part of the AO planning process.

4.3 Complementary Capabilities

4.3.1 LRIS-2 and FOBOS: Complementary use of ASM

Visible MCAO could drive the consideration of a diffraction-limited input mode to LRIS-2 and/or the IFU-
mode of FOBOS. Though these multi-object spectrographs would benefit significantly from wide-field GLAO
correction, the strategic planning for visible MCAO could offer intriguing new opportunities in refining these
systems.

4.3.2 KWFI: Complementary Science

Visible AO offers additional synergies with KWFI capabilities. Key KWFI science cases, including some
targeting unique u-band imaging capability, conducted in the Milky Way have corresponding investigations
in nearby galaxies at blue wavelengths. KWFI target structures subtending 0.6 degree at 10 kpc would
subtend ∼12 mas as far as 2 Mpc, allowing improved interpretation and comparative studies among ∼30
known Local Group galaxies. These include:

• Resolved astrometry of galaxy cores

• Resolved globular clusters

• Star-forming regions

• Supernova remnants and light echoes

• Tidal streams and galaxy evolution
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